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Computational models are increasingly used to investigate and predict
the complex dynamics of biological and biochemical systems. Never-
theless, governing equations of a biochemical system may not be (fully)
known, which would necessitate learning the system dynamics directly
from, often limited and noisy, observed data. On the other hand, when
expensive models are available, systematic and efficient quantification of
the effects ofmodel uncertainties on quantities of interest can be an ardu-
ous task. This paper leverages the notion of flow-map (de)compositions
to present a framework that can address both of these challenges via
learning data-driven models useful for capturing the dynamical behavior
of biochemical systems. Data-driven flow-map models seek to directly
learn the integration operators of the governing differential equations
in a black-box manner, irrespective of structure of the underlying equa-
tions. As such, they can serve as a flexible approach for deriving fast-to-
evaluate surrogates for expensive computational models of system dy-
namics, or, alternatively, for reconstructing the long-term system dynam-
ics via experimental observations. We present a data-efficient approach
to data-driven flow-map modeling based on polynomial chaos Kriging.
The approach is demonstrated for discovery of the dynamics of various
benchmark systems and a co-culture bioreactor subject to external forc-
ing, as well as for uncertainty quantification of a microbial electrosynthe-
sis reactor. Such data-driven models and analyses of dynamical systems
can be paramount in the design and optimization of bioprocesses and
integrated biomanufacturing systems.
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1 | INTRODUCTION1

Computational models have become indispensable2

tools for understanding the complex behavior of bio-3

logical and biochemical systems towards design and op-4

timization of bioprocesses and integrated biomanufac-5

turing systems [1]. Recently, there has been a grow-6

ing interest in data-driven methods for modeling the7

uncertain and nonlinear dynamics of biochemical sys-8

tems, as these models constitute the cornerstone of var-9

ious model-based analyses and decision-making tasks10

such as experiment design, hypothesis testing and pa-11

rameter inference [2, 3, 4]. Data-driven modeling is12

especially useful when it is formidable to derive first-13

principles descriptions for systems whose complex be-14

havior can span over multiple length- and time-scales.15

Data-driven models have shown promise for inferring16

the dynamics of cellular systems and metabolic net-17

works (e.g., [5, 6]). Hybrid models (aka gray-box models)18

that combine physics-based models with data-driven19

descriptions of unknown or hard-to-model phenomena20

have also proven useful for describing the complex be-21

havior of biochemical systems [7, 8, 9, 10].22

In this work, we focus on data-driven discovery of dy-23

namical systems, whereby the goal is to learn directly24

the governing equations from system observations. A25

class of data-driven discovery methods for unknown26

systems relies on basic assumptions about the structure27

of the underlying equations [11]. To this end, a popular28

technique is based on sparse identification from dictio-29

naries of possible governing terms [12, 13], which has30

been shown to be particularly useful when limited sys-31

tem observations are available. On the other hand, non-32

parametric modeling approaches relax the necessity of33

using a library of candidate terms [14]. Another class of34

methods for data-driven reconstruction of dynamics is35

based on dynamic mode decomposition [15, 16], which36

approximates the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the37

Koopman operator [17] that describes the dynamics of38

nonlinear systems.39

Although inception of the field of nonlinear system40

identification dates back to few decades ago [18], the41

advent of machine learning, in particular deep learn-42

ing, for characterizing complex input-output relation- 43

ships has reinvigorated the interest in this area. Most 44

notably, physics-informed neural networks [19] and dy- 45

namics reconstruction via neural networks under noisy 46

data [20] have shown promise for data-driven model- 47

ing of nonlinear dynamical systems. Recently, Qin et 48

al. [21, 22] proposed a deep learning-based approach 49

for data-driven approximation of integration operator 50

of differential equations from observations of state vari- 51

ables. The usefulness of this approach for discovery of 52

dynamics of biological systems has been demonstrated 53

on several benchmark problems in [23], mainly since 54

it removes the necessity of assumptions about the dy- 55

namic model structure. 56

Data-driven discovery methods can also be used for 57

model-based uncertainty quantification (UQ) applica- 58

tions that rely on expensive-to-evaluate computational 59

models. Predictions of the behavior of biochemical sys- 60

tems are generally subject to various sources of un- 61

certainty due to unknown model structure, parameters, 62

and/or initial and boundary conditions. Systematic and 63

accurate quantification of the effects of these uncertain- 64

ties on predictions of quantities of interest (QoIs) is cru- 65

cial when using models for decision-support tasks. This 66

has spurred development of a plethora of set-based [24] 67

and probabilistic [25, 26] methods for forward and in- 68

verse UQ problems (e.g., [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]). However, 69

the most commonly used UQ methods rely on Monte 70

Carlo sampling [32], which can be intractable for expen- 71

sive computational models of biochemical systems, es- 72

pecially when models consist of a large number of dif- 73

ferential equations and/or have a large number of un- 74

certain inputs. 75

Surrogate modeling is being increasingly used to fa- 76

cilitate complex UQ analyses that would otherwise be 77

computationally prohibitive. The key notion in surro- 78

gate modeling is to construct a data-driven mapping be- 79

tween inputs to a system and theQoIs in a non-intrusive 80

manner, in which the “data generating process,” e.g., a 81

high-fidelity model, is treated as a black-box to gener- 82

ate as few training samples as possible [33]. Such a 83

data-driven representation can be used as a computa- 84

tionally efficient surrogate for expensive computational 85
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models in order to predict the QoIs as a function of in-86

puts. A variety of surrogate modeling techniques such a87

generalized and sparse polynomial chaos [34, 35], Krig-88

ing [36] and deep learning [37] have been successfully89

applied to various biological and biochemical systems90

(e.g., [31, 38, 39, 40, 41]). Nonetheless, a critical chal-91

lenge in the majority of these techniques arises from92

capturing the time-evolution of the QoIs in an efficient93

manner. The most common approach, known as time-94

frozen surrogate modeling [42, 43], for predicting the95

time-evolution of QoIs relies on constructing separate96

surrogate models for all time points at which the QoIs97

must be predicted. As such, the “time-frozen” approach98

can be an inflexible and inefficient way of surrogate99

modeling for dynamical systems, especially in dynamic100

UQand decision-making problems that hinge onmaking101

predictions over an adaptive sequence of time instants.102

In this paper, we leverage the notion of flow-map103

(de)composition, as also investigated in [21, 22], for104

data-efficient discovery of system dynamics from ex-105

perimental observations or high-fidelity simulation data.106

Conceptually, a flow-map is an analytical operator that107

maps the current state and input of a system to a fu-108

ture state based on exact integration of model equa-109

tions over some specified time step. Numerical integra-110

tion schemes for ordinary differential equations in fact111

seek to numerically approximate flow-maps to compute112

the time-evolution of state variables as a function of in-113

put variables. Here, we propose to approximate flow-114

maps in a data-driven manner via non-intrusive surro-115

gate modeling, such that the resulting data-driven flow-116

map is a surrogate for differential operators of the differ-117

ential equations governing a dynamical system. Hence,118

data-driven flow-map models are able to discover sys-119

tem dynamics irrespective of the unknown structure120

of model equations. In addition, data-driven flow-map121

models can address the above-described challenge of122

“time-frozen” approaches to surrogate modeling via cir-123

cumventing the need for construction of separate sur-124

rogate models at different time instants. This can be es-125

pecially useful for fast UQ and optimization-based anal-126

yses of dynamical systems that hinge on repeated runs127

of expensive computational models over a sequence of128

time instants. 129

We demonstrate the usefulness of data-driven flow- 130

maps for discovery of system dynamics from data, as 131

well as for fast UQ applications based on expensive 132

computational models. In this work, sparse polynomial 133

chaos Kriging [44] is used for data-driven approximation 134

of flow-maps owing to its data efficiency, ability to ap- 135

proximate complex mappings and ability to quantify the 136

uncertainty of model predictions. The versatility of data- 137

driven flow-maps is first demonstrated via the discovery 138

of the transient behavior of benchmark problems and 139

a co-culture bioreactor using noisy data. Subsequently, 140

we show how data-driven flow-maps can speedup for- 141

ward and inverse UQ analyses of a dynamic microbial 142

electrosynthesis reactor, achieving up to a 100-fold gain 143

in computational speed. 144

2 | METHODS 145

In this section, we present the idea of flow-map 146

(de)composition for dynamical nonlinear systems. This 147

is followed by a discussion on the surrogate modeling 148

technique and data generation strategies used in this 149

work for learning data-driven flow-map models. 150

2.1 | Flow-map Compositions 151

Consider a dynamical, time-invariant, nonlinear system 152

described by 153

ds

d t
= f (s,x), s(t = 0) = s0, (1)

where s ∈ Òns is the vector of state variables with ini- 154

tial conditions s0, x ∈ Ònx is the vector of input vari- 155

ables, and f (s,x) : Òns × Ònx → Òns is the vector of 156

(possibly unknown) system equations;Ò denotes the set 157

of real numbers. Eq. (1) describes the time-evolution of 158

the state, s, of the nonlinear system as a function of the 159

inputs x. Notice that in this work the inputs x can rep- 160

resent either model parameters, or manipulated input 161

variables to a biochemical system, as will be discussed 162

later. 163
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A flow-map function is a mapping that predicts the164

transition of a dynamical system from the current to fu-165

ture state [21]. We define a flow-map function Φδ as166

167

s(δ ; x ) = Φδ (st , x ), (2)
where st denotes the current state at time t and δ is168

the lag time in the system transition from the current169

state st to the future state s. Given the current state of170

a system at time t , Φδ is in fact an analytical operation171

based on exact integration of f , yielding the state after172

time δ173

s(δ ;x) = s(t ;x) +
∫ t+δ

t
f (s(t ′;x),x)d t ′. (3)

Eq. (3) describes the one-step transition between the174

states of a system. The integral term that appears in (3)175

can, subsequently, be considered as a flow-map residual,176

i.e., it represents the discrepancy between the current177

and future set of states.178

The notion of flow-map compositions can be applied179

to compose a sequence of one-step transitions to define180

state trajectories over time [21]. Once the δ-lag flow-181

map Φδ is established, it can be used to predict states s182

at any time instant ∆ =
∑K

j=1 δj using a K-fold composi-183

tion184

Φ∆ = ΦδK ◦ · · · ◦ Φδ1 . (4)

In practice, the set of differential equations in Eq. (1) 185

describing the system dynamics may not be known, or, 186

when known, their numerical solutionmay be expensive. 187

In this paper, we aim to learn an approximate surrogate 188

for the flow-map function in Eq. (2) from high-fidelity 189

simulation or experimental data. Data-driven flow-map 190

models can be established from simulation data to pro- 191

vide an efficient surrogate for expensive computational 192

models of the form in Eq. (1) that, for example, rely on 193

numerical integration of a large number of highly nonlin- 194

ear and stiff differential equations, as is commonly the 195

case for complex biochemical systems. Notice that in 196

this case data-driven flow-map modeling can be viewed 197

as approximating numerical time integrators of the dif- 198

ferential equations in Eq. (1). Alternatively, in the ab- 199

sence of any knowledge about the governing equations 200

(i.e., functions f in Eq. (1)), flow-map models can be 201

directly learned from experimental observations in or- 202

der to discover the unknown system dynamics. The 203

main steps of data-driven flow-map modeling are sum- 204

marized as follows. First, observations of the state vari- 205

ables are collected at several time instants either us- 206

ing highly-fidelity simulations, or via performing experi- 207

ments. Notice that there is usually some degree of free- 208

dom in choosing the lag time δ in simulations, whereas 209

the choice of δ is often limited by how fast measure- 210

ments can be acquired in experiments. Then, the ob- 211

servations of the state trajectories over a sequence of 212

discrete-time instants are used to train a surrogate for 213

F IGURE 1 Data-driven flow-map models for predicting the state variables of a dynamical system over time. The flow-map model Φ̃
takes the current states sk , inputs xk , and lag time δk at a discrete-time instant k as inputs to predict the states sk+1 at the subsequent
time instant k + 1. By sequentially repeating this procedure, the time-evolution of the states in relation to the inputs can be established.
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the flow-map in a non-intrusive, “black-box” manner.214

The data-driven flow-map model will take the states sk ,215

inputs xk , and lag time δk at any discrete-time instant216

k as inputs to predict the future states sk+1 at the time217

instant k +1. With a slight abuse of notation, we denote218

the data-driven approximation of the flow-map in Eq. (2)219

by Φ̃ (sk ,xk , δk ) : Òns ×Ònx ×Ò → Òns . Figure 1 shows220

how a data-driven flow-map model can be used sequen-221

tially to predict the time-evolution of the states of a dy-222

namical system. Notice that, at each time instant k , the223

flow-map model essentially “integrates” the states for-224

ward in time by δk until the final time is reached. Next,225

we discuss data-driven approximation of the flow-map.226

2.2 | Data-driven Flow-maps227

Here, we use sparse polynomial chaos Kriging (PCK) [44,228

45] to learn a data-driven flow-mapmodel Φ̃ (sk ,xk , δk )229

for the dynamical system in Eq. (1). Deep learning meth-230

ods have also been used for approximating flow-maps231

for benchmark biological systems [23]. Yet, PCK com-232

bines the global approximation capability of polynomial233

chaos expansions, extensively used for surrogate mod-234

eling of (bio)chemical systems (e.g., [46, 47, 48]), with235

the local interpolation scheme of Kriging (i.e., Gaussian236

processes (GP) [49]). The polynomial structure of PCK237

makes its training data efficient, whereas Kriging offers238

the ability to quantify the uncertainties of model predic-239

tions.240

Let us denote the vector of states, input variables,241

and lag time by wk = [s⊤
k

x⊤
k

δk ]⊤ ∈ ÒM , where242

M = ns + nx + 1. We representwk as a multivariate ran-243

dom variableW with a (known) joint probability distribu-244

tion fW , i.e.,W ∼ fW . Notice thatwk can be viewed as a245

realization of the random variableW ; for notational con-246

venience, we will drop the time index k in the remainder.247

The PCK approximation of the flow-map is defined as248

Y = Φ̃ (w) =
∑
a∈ÎM

yaPa (W ) + σ2Z (w) , (5)

where Y ∈ Òns denotes the QoIs at k + 1 that are typ-
ically a subset of the states s; Pa (W ) are multivariate
polynomial basis functions that are orthogonal with re-

spect to the probability distribution fW over the support
DW of the distribution, i.e.,

Å{Pi (W ) Pj (W ) }

=

∫
DW

Pi (w) Pj (w) fW (w) dw = δi j ,

[i , j ∈ ÎM , (6)
with Å being the expectation operator and δi j the Kro- 249

necker delta; ya are the coefficients of the basis func- 250

tions, with the multi-index a being an M -dimensional 251

vector in the set of natural numbers Î; Z (w) is a stan- 252

dard normal random; and σ2 is a variance hyperparame- 253

ter of the PCK. 254

The PCK in Eq. (5) represents the QoIs Y as a Gaus- 255

sian process (GP), such that the first term in Eq. (5) de- 256

scribes the trend (or mean) of the GP while the sec- 257

ond term Z (w) describes the variance of the predicted 258

QoIs. The trend of PCK is in fact an expansion of orthog- 259

onal polynomials that can represent any finite variance 260

QoI [50]. Constructing the orthogonal basis Pa (W ) 261

requires the knowledge of the multivariate probability 262

distribution fW . Eq. (6) gives the tensor product of 263

M univariate polynomials that are orthonormal with re- 264

spect to their corresponding marginal probability distri- 265

bution. Optimal L2-convergence of the expansion of or- 266

thogonal polynomials has been established based on the 267

Wiener-Askey scheme for various probability distribu- 268

tions [50, 51], although arbitrary orthogonal basis func- 269

tions with sub-optimal convergence can also be con- 270

structed directly from moments of the random variable 271

W [52]. As described, the multivariate random variable 272

W consists of the states s, input variables x, and time 273

lag δ . When x corresponds to uncertainties of a compu- 274

tational model (e.g., uncertainties in model parameters 275

and/or initial conditions), their probability distribution 276

is typically available a priori from parameter inference. 277

As such, their respective polynomial basis functions can 278

be chosen according to the Wiener-Askey scheme (e.g., 279

Hermite basis for Gaussian distributions, Legendre for 280

uniform distributions). On the other hand, when x cor- 281

responds to manipulated variables of a system, as is the 282

case in the discovery of system dynamics, the input vari- 283
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ables can typically be modeled as uniform distributions284

within a known range. The time lag δ can also be mod-285

eled as a uniform distribution within some range of in-286

terest for the application at hand. However, the distri-287

bution of states sk is dependent on the realized state288

trajectories when the training data are generated and,289

thus, cannot be established a priori. Here, we assume290

states follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a291

mean and covariance computed from the training sam-292

ples.293

For practical reasons, the expansion of the trend term294

in Eq. (5) must be truncated up to a finite order. The295

truncated polynomial chaos expansion takes the form296

∑
a∈A

yaPa (W ), (7)

where the order of the expansion is dictated by the
multi-index a ∈ A, with A ⊂ ÎM being the set of
the multi-indices kept in the truncated expansion. The
truncation scheme aims to limit the infinite expansion
of the trend to a series of maximum order p . To address
the challenges that arise due to increasing the order of
the polynomial basis for better approximation and/or
the large dimension ofw, sparsity can be introduced by
employing the hyperbolic truncation scheme [35], also
known as the q-norm scheme,

AM ,p,q = {a ∈ AM ,p : | |a | |q ≤ p },

| |a | |q =

(
M∑
i=1

a
q
i

) 1
q

. (8)

In principle, the coefficients ya of the polynomial297

chaos expansion in Eq. (7) can be determined in a non-298

intrusive manner via solving a least-squares problem299

[53]. Here, we induce further sparsity by modifying the300

coefficient estimation problem to a L1-regularized re-301

gression problem [54]. The regularized coefficient esti-302

mation problem can be efficiently solved using the least-303

angle-regression (LAR) algorithm [55], which efficiently304

estimates the coefficients of the most relevant terms of305

the expansion in Eq. (7), setting the rest of the coeffi-306

cients to zero.307

Moreover, Z (w) in Eq. (5) is defined in terms of a 308

kernel function R ( |w −w′ |, θ) , i.e., a function that pro- 309

vides some measure of similarity between different re- 310

alizations of the random variable W . Here, we use the 311

Matérn kernel function [49]. Overall, the “tuning param- 312

eters” of the PCK that must be determined using the 313

training data include the coefficients ya of the trend, 314

the variance term σ2, and the hyperparameters θ of the 315

kernel function. This is efficiently done via maximum- 316

likelihood estimation [44]. 317

Finally, to quantify the quality of the PCK predictions,
we use the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) er-
ror that is estimated from the training data. When one-
step ahead test samples are available, validation errors
can readily be evaluated. Furthermore, we assess the
ability of the data-driven flow-map models in approxi-
mating the integration operator and, hence, their pre-
dictive accuracy over a multi-step integration horizon.
Given i = 1, . . . ,NV validation state trajectories, each
of which of length Ti , we define the normalized, time-
averaged prediction error of QoIs, ϵi , as

ϵi =

Ti∑
k=0

1

Ti

| |Yk ,i − Y
true
k ,i | |2

| |Ytrue
k ,i | |2

(9a)

ϵ̂ =
1

NV

Nv∑
i=1

ϵi , (9b)

where | | · | |2 is the 2-norm of a vector; Ytrue
k ,i and Yk ,i are, 318

respectively, the vector of OoIs in the validation dataset 319

and those predicted by the data-driven flow-map mod- 320

els at time instant k for each validation run i . In the 321

remainder, we refer to ϵi as the mean trajectory error 322

(MTE), whereas ϵ̂ is the average MTE over all validation 323

trajectories. 324

2.3 | Data Generation and Model 325

Training 326

To train an approximate flow-map model Φ̃ (wk ) , we re- 327

quire input-output data that represent one-step transi- 328

tions between states. To this end, a total of NT trajec- 329

tories of state variables sk over a discrete-time horizon 330

{0, 1, · · · , k , k +1, · · · ,T } are generated, whereT is the 331
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length of the time horizon of the training trajectories. At332

each time instant k , a single training sample consists of333

wk → Yk .334

For trajectory generation, it is crucial to vary the ini-335

tial conditions s0 and inputs xk within some allowable336

range, as well as the time lag δ whenever applicable.337

The training data must cover a wide range of state, in-338

put and time lag values, as relevant to the application of339

the trained models. As such, each sample of observed340

states within each trajectory represents a unique transi-341

tion from the current to future state of the system for342

the given input and time lag values. We note that an343

effective strategy for generating simulation data is via344

F IGURE 2 Algorithm for data generation and training of
data-driven flow-map models. Validation trajectories are first
generated. Then, one/multi-step ahead simulations or
experiments are performed to observe successor states given the
initial states, inputs, and time-lag. Subsequently, the data-driven
flow-map model is trained. In the case of PCK models used in this
work, several hyperparameters must be selected during the model
training. These include the polynomial order, hyperbolic
truncation parameter, covariance function and the regression
method used for estimating the expansion coefficients. Finally,
the prediction accuracy of the trained model is assessed against
the long-time validation trajectories. If the prediction accuracy ϵ̂ is
larger than some pre-specified threshold ϵ̂0 , the model training
and validation process will be repeated.

one-step transitions. That is, instead of generating an 345

entire trajectory given some initial conditions s0, we can 346

randomly sample the state-space, along with the uncer- 347

tain parameters and time lag, in order to compute the 348

corresponding future states. 349

The data generation and PCKmodel training strategy 350

adopted in this work is summarized in Figure 2. We 351

remark that, although random sampling is used here 352

to generate the training data, PCK provides confidence 353

estimates on its predictions that can be used towards 354

active learning-based sampling (e.g., see [56]). As will 355

be demonstrated in the subsequent sections, the main 356

benefits of using PCK for constructing data-driven flow- 357

map models include: (i) being more data efficient, espe- 358

cially as compared to feedforward neural networks [23], 359

when used for discovery of system dynamics from sys- 360

tem observations; (ii) offering significant improvements 361

in the computational efficiency of data generation for 362

surrogate modeling for dynamical systems as compared 363

to time-frozen approaches; and (iii) characterizing the 364

uncertainty of model predictions. 365

In this work, the following procedure is used for fit- 366

ting the PCK models. We use the sequential PC-Kriging 367

approach proposed in [44], where a polynomial chaos 368

expansion (PCE) is first trained based on the available 369

data and is then embedded as the trend of PCK. For 370

training the PCE, we allow the polynomial expansion’s 371

maximum order to vary from 1 to 5; higher order poly- 372

nomials are avoided to retain a smaller expansion (i.e., 373

less degrees of freedom) and mitigate overfitting. The 374

truncation factor q in Eq. (8) is varied from 0.7 to 0.85 375

since the resulting maximum order of the polynomials 376

will ensure that we do not have highly nonlinear in- 377

teraction terms while allowing for elimination of few 378

of interaction terms. The optimal value of q is cho- 379

sen based on cross-validation. We use a Matérn ker- 380

nel for the GP part of PCK models. The hyperparame- 381

ters of PCK are selected using a data-driven optimiza- 382

tion algorithm, namely the covariance matrix adapta- 383

tion–evolution strategy [57]. 384
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3 | DATA-DRIVEN DISCOVERY OF385

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS386

In this section, we apply the PCK-based flow-map mod-387

eling approach to learn the dynamics of several bench-388

mark systems using limited data. The first case study,389

based on the Morris-Lecar system, compares the per-390

formance of the PCKmodel with neural network model-391

ing results of [23]. The second case study, based on the392

Lorenz system, focuses on reconstructing the dynamics393

of a chaotic system in which variations in parameters394

significantly change the solution landscape. Lastly, we395

showhow the flow-mapmodeling approach can be used396

for discovering the dynamics of a co-culture bioreactor397

under noisy observations and how the variance term of398

PCK provides a measure of uncertainty of model predic-399

tions.400

3.1 | Morris-Lecar System401

The first benchmark problem is theMorris-Lecar system
[58], which describes neuronal excitability. This system
was used in [23] to examine neural network-based flow-
map models for the discovery of nonlinear dynamics. In
particular, a residual neural network was used to repre-
sent the data-driven flow-map model, in which only the
flow-map residual is learned by skipping the input con-
nection to the neural network and adding it to the out-
put of the latter. Here, we aim to recreate the results of
the aforementioned work, demonstrating the data effi-
ciency of the proposed PCK approach to data-driven re-
construction of dynamics. The dynamics of the Morris-
Lecar system are described by

CM
dV

d t
= −gL (V −VL ) − gCa (V −VCa )M∞

− gk (V −VK )N + Iapp (10a)
dN

d t
= λN (N∞ − N ), (10b)

where V (mV) is the voltage difference between the402

sides of the membrane and N represents the probabil-403

ity for the potassium channel being open. The parame-404

ters M∞,N∞ and λN depend on the voltage, as defined405

F IGURE 3 The average mean trajectory error, ϵ̂, of the
PCK-based flow-map model for the Morris-Lecar system in
relation to the number of training samples, Ns . The error is
estimated based on three validation trajectories generated for the
input Iapp values {0, 60, 150}. The vertical bars represent the
standard deviation of the error estimated based on 5 repeats of
the training.

in the SI. We focus on the so-called Type I model with 406

parameters taken from [23] and given in the SI. Here, it 407

is assumed that the model parameters are fixed, as we 408

aim to reconstruct the system dynamics as a function 409

of xk = Iapp that can vary within the range [0, 300] A. 410

Specifically, we aim to predict the long-term system dy- 411

namics, starting from a given initial conditions, under a 412

fixed Iapp . To compare our results with those in [23], 413

δk was chosen to be 0.2 ms; we did not consider the 414

time-lag as part of the PCK model. This system exhibits 415

a saddle node bifurcation, which leads to an oscillatory 416

behavior depending on the value of input Iapp . Thus, 417

the data-driven flow-map model must capture the oscil- 418

latory behavior for different values of Iapp . 419

To train the PCK-based flow-map model, we gener- 420

ated one-step ahead samples of the states Vk and Nk 421

by randomly drawing the initial states from [−75, 75] × 422

[0, 1]. Here, we first examine the convergence error of 423

the flow-map model to characterize how many samples 424

of states would be necessary for data-driven reconstruc- 425

tion of the system dynamics. We quantify the conver- 426

gence error in terms of the averageMTE in Eq. (9) based 427

on three validation trajectories generated for Iapp = 428

{0, 60, 150}. Figure 3 shows the average MTE esti- 429

mated over 1,000 time steps in relation to the number 430

of training samples, where the vertical line around each 431
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error represents one standard deviation based on 5 rep-432

etitions of the analysis. It is evident that the error con-433

verges after about 160 samples, suggesting that a lim-434

ited number of training samples is needed.435

Figure 4 shows the reconstructed dynamics by the436

PCK-based flow-map model trained using 240 samples437

in comparison with the true dynamics. As can be seen,438

there is no visible discrepancy between the true time-439

evolution of the system and the reconstructed dynamics.440

The system exhibits a bifurcation behavior, as evident441

from the phase plots shown in Figure 4(c), (f), (i). Yet, the442

PCK-based flow-map model is able to capture this com-443

plex behavior and accurately predict the system dynam-444

ics over a long-time horizon. We note that a 500-fold445

saving in the number of training samples is observed as446

compared to [23] in which a recurrent neural network447

representation was used for the flow-map model. This448

is while the PCKmodel also yields slightlymore accurate449

predictions.450

3.2 | Lorenz System451

We now consider a chaotic dynamical system based on452

the well-known Lorenz benchmark problem [59]. The453

Lorenz system has been widely used in the data-driven454

modeling literature (e.g., [60, 61]). The Lorenz system455

is described by the following set of nonlinear ordinary456

differential equations457

da

d t
= σ (b − a) (11a)

db

d t
= a (ρ − c) − b (11b)

dc

d t
= ab − βc, (11c)

where s = [a, b, c ]⊤ are the system states and x =458

[σ, ρ, β ]⊤ are the uncertain model parameters. Chaotic459

behaviors can be encountered in various chemical and460

biological systems, including in the growth of biological461

populations with non-overlapping generations [62] and462

the peroxidase–oxidase oscillator [63]. Here, we con-463

sider a constant time-lag δ = 0.01 that captures the in-464

trinsic time-scale of the system [64].465

The Lorenz system exhibits a chaotic behavior based 466

on the initial conditions s0, while its long-term behav- 467

ior is highly affected by the uncertain parameters x. 468

The nominal initial conditions and parameters of the sys- 469

tem are, respectively, s0 = [1.9427, −1.4045, 0.9684]⊤ 470

and x0 = [10, 28, 8/3]⊤, for which the system os- 471

cillates around two attractors. Here, the training data 472

consisted of 500 random samples of the state-space s 473

within the range [−10, 10] × [−10, 10] × [−10, 10] and 474

the parameters x within the range [8, 12] × [10, 30] × 475

[1, 5.5]. We used two validation trajectories to compare 476

the true system dynamics with those reconstructed by 477

the PCK-based flow-map model: one trajectory based 478

on the nominal initial conditions and parameters and 479

the other based on x = [10, 15, 8/3]⊤ and s0 = 480

[1.6655, −0.1178, 0.1748]⊤. 481

Figure 5 shows phase plots of the reconstructed os- 482

cillatory dynamics of the Lorenz system, in comparison 483

with the true system dynamics, over a simulation hori- 484

zon of 5,000 time steps. We observe that the quali- 485

tative behavior of the Lorenz system is different when 486

the parameter ρ is varied, while the PCK-based flow- 487

map model is able to reconstruct the dynamics in both 488

cases. The MTE is 0.522 for the nominal validation tra- 489

jectory and 0.0013 for the second validation trajectory. 490

Although the error for the nominal validation trajectory 491

seems relatively high, the main characteristics of the 492

true dynamics are adequately captured, as evident from 493

Figure 5(a)-(c). That is, the limit circles, the amplitude of 494

oscillation and period are adequately captured. These 495

predictions are consistent with those reported in [61]. 496

However, we note that reconstruction of the Lorenz dy- 497

namics using neural networks typically requires on the 498

order of a few thousands of training samples [20, 64], 499

whereas the PCKmodel herewas trained using 500 sam- 500

ples. 501

3.3 | Transient Co-culture System 502

In this case study, we demonstrate the ability of PCK- 503

based flow-map models to learn the transient behav- 504

ior of a co-culture system with variable inputs. In par- 505

ticular, we focus on the startup dynamics of a contin- 506
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F IGURE 4 Reconstructed dynamics of the Morris-Lecar system by the PCK-based flow-map model in comparison with the true
system dynamics for the input Iapp values {0, 60, 150}. The PCK-based flow-map model is trained using 240 samples. The left column
shows the time-evolution of voltage difference,V ; the middle column shows the time-evolution of the channel opening probability, N ; and
the right column shows the corresponding phase plots.

uous bioreactor driven by the competition of several507

auxotrophs [65]. To emulate data collection from a real508

system, we use a nonlinear dynamic model of the biore-509

actor [66] (given in the SI) to generate observations of510

the system states, which are then corrupted with in-511

dependent and identically distributed state-dependent512

measurement noise e i ∼ N(0, 2.5 × 10−2s i
k
) , with i be-513

ing an index for the measured states and k the time514

index. The five state variables sk of the bioreactor in-515

clude: the population of the two species N1 (Cel l s/L)516

and N2 (Cel l s/L) , the auxotrophic nutrients concentra-517

tions C1 (g/L) and C2 (g/L) , and the common shared518

carbon source concentration C0 (g/L) . The bioreactor519

has three process inputs xk that can be varied in time.520

The process inputs are the dilution rate D (hr−1) that521

varies within the range [0.75, 1.5] (hr−1), as well as the 522

feed substrate concentration of auxotrophs C1,i n (g/l) 523

and C2,i n , both varying in the range [1.5, 2] (g/l). To 524

generate data for training the PCK-based flowmapmod- 525

els, short simulation “experiments” with a fixed length 526

of T = 30 steps with δk ∈ [0.15, 0.25] hr−1 were per- 527

formed. At each time step k during the multi-step ex- 528

periments, inputs xk were varied over the time interval 529

δk and noisy observations of the states were collected. 530

For the validation plots of Figure 6, we begin by some 531

random initial condition at k = 0, by applying an in- 532

put x0 over some interval δ0. The model predicts the 533

mean of the states at k = 1, as well as their variance. 534

The integration proceeds by taking a next step based 535

on the mean value of the states at k = 1, predicting 536
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F IGURE 5 Phase plots of the reconstructed dynamics of the Lorenz system by the PCK-based flow-map model in comparison with
the true system dynamics for different values of model parameters. Subplots (a)-(c) correspond to the model parameters σ = 10, β = 8/3,
and ρ = 28. Subplots (d)-(f) correspond to the model parameters σ = 10, β = 8/3, and ρ = 15.

the states at k = 2. Using only the mean value to537

compute trajectories is probably the simplest way when538

Gaussian Process state space models are utilized, how-539

ever, there are more sophisticated ways for the trajec-540

tory generation [67], which are beyond the scope of the541

paper. Note that properly incorporating the uncertainty542

in multi-step ahead predictions is a complicated issue543

addressed in the literature [68, 69]. Here, it suffices to544

use a deterministic function, e.g., the mean value of the545

data-driven flow-map model, to integrate in time since546

this way we avoid the major issue of using noisy inputs547

into our PCK model. The validation trajectories have a548

length of Nk = 40 steps ahead, extending slightly be-549

yond the training range. Moreover, thanks to the na-550

ture of the PCK model, we can also simply characterize551

the confidence of the model to the prediction of the dy-552

namics. To get some uncertainty estimates on the pre-553

dicted trajectories, at each step k , we plot the 3σ (wk )554

error bars around the mean. Overall, we observe that555

the true, noiseless trajectories are embedded within the556

confidence intervals of the PCK predictions.557

4 | UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICA- 558

TION OF EXPENSIVE COMPUTA- 559

TIONAL MODELS 560

In this section, we demonstrate the utility of data-driven 561

flow-maps for the UQ of a Microbial Electrosynthe- 562

sis (MES) bioreactor using a high-fidelity computational 563

model that is subject to uncertainty in model parame- 564

ters and initial conditions. In particular, we show how 565

flow-maps can be used as surrogate models for ef- 566

ficient sample-based approximation of distribution of 567

QoIs, global sensitivity analysis, and Bayesian parame- 568

ter inference, when the original model is prohibitively 569

expensive for a sample-based analysis. 570

We consider the batch MES bioreactor shown in Fig- 571

ure 7 for CO2 fixation [70], with potential applications 572

in space biomanufacturing [71]. The bioreactor consists 573

of a well-mixed liquid bulk phase that contains dissolved 574

CO2, i.e., substrate. A microbial community forming a 575

biofilm grows on the cathode of the bioreactor. The dis- 576

solved substrate diffuses into the biofilm through a lin- 577

ear boundary layer and is then consumed by bacteria 578

towards the growth of the biofilm. This leads to spa- 579
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tial distribution of the substrate concentration within580

the biofilm. Voltage is applied to the cathode while the581

biofilm acts as a conductive matrix through which elec-582

tron transport takes place. Both the substrate CO2 in583

the biofilm and the local overpotential due to the current584

flux contribute to the biofilm growth kinetics described585

by the dual Monod-Nerst model [72].586

A computational model of the dynamics of the MES
bioreactor is adopted from [73, 74], with some modi-
fications. Within the biofilm, the cell growth leads to
the production of acetate as a metabolic product. A
primary modeling approach in the aforementioned pa-
pers assumes the total biomass has a constant concen-
tration and exists in two forms, active and inactive, each
of which occupies some volume fraction. We assume
that biomass exists only in active form, thus the equa-
tions describing the volume-fraction change within the
film effectively become a single equation for the rate of

change of film thickness, Lf , which is a differential state
in our system. Moreover, the film growth is affected by a
constant detachment rate. It is also assumed that the re-
action occurs only within the biofilm, so the only source
of acetate in the bulk phase comes from exchange with
the biofilm through the boundary layer. We further as-
sume the transport-reaction phenomena in the biofilm
are much faster than the transport that occurs across
the boundary layer and in the bulk phase; accordingly,
the conservation laws inside the biofilm are considered
to be in pseudo steady-state [73]. Hence, the compu-
tational model consists of a set of nonlinear second-
order ordinary differential equations that describe the
spatial distribution of substrate, acetate and overpoten-
tial within the biofilm, coupled with a set of first-order
ordinary differential equations that describe the concen-
tration of CO2 in the bulk phase Sb , the acetate concen-
tration in the bulk phase Pb , and the biofilm thickness

F IGURE 6 Predictions of the state variables of the transient co-culture system via the PCK-based flow-map models in comparison
with the observed state trajectories. The colored lines/points correspond to the predicted trajectories by the mean of the PCK models,
starting from some initial states at t = 0 hr. Black symbols represent the observed trajectories at specific snapshots during a validation run.
Vertical error bars represent the uncertainty in the predictions of the PCK models, estimated as plus/minus two standard deviations from
the mean value. The shaded areas correspond to a time interval that was not accounted for when training the PCK models.
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Lf . As such, the three state variables of the system are
described by

dLf
d t

= (Y q̂ − rd )Lf (12a)
dSb
d t

=
Af

Vr
jS (12b)

dPb
d t

=
Af

Vr
jP , (12c)

where Y ( mgX
mmol S ) is the biomass yield coefficient,

q̂ ( mmol S
mgXdays ) represents an average substrate consump-

tion specific rate within the biofilm, rd ( 1
day s ) is a de-

tachment rate, Af (cm2) is the cross-sectional area of
the biofilm, andVr (cm3) is the bioreactor volume. The
mass balances for the substrate and product are a func-
tion of the flux of each species across the linear bound-
ary layer described by

jm =
Db

Lb
(mf (z = Lf ) −mb ), m = S , P , (13)

where m denotes the species (i.e., substrate and prod-587

uct), Db ( cm2

day s ) is the diffusivity coefficient in the bound-588

ary layer and Lb (cm) is the thickness of the boundary589

layer. The subscript f denotes the species concentra-590

F IGURE 7 Schematic of the microbial electrosynthesis
bioreactor. The bioreactor consists of 3 regions: the bulk phase,
the biofilm, and a boundary layer (BL) in between. The black line
represents a typical concentration profile of some species as
predicted by the computational model used in this work. The
concentration is assumed to be constant in the bulk phase,
changing linearly across the boundary layer, and exhibiting a more
complicated shape in the biofilm.

tion in the film at position z = Lf . The equations that 591

describe the diffusion phenomena within the film are 592

given in the SI. In order to determine the concentrations 593

at Lf , a boundary value problem (diffusion within the 594

film) must be solved at each time step, as the concentra- 595

tions in the biofilm are a function of the bulk concentra- 596

tions. The computational model is fairly expensive for 597

UQ analyses that rely on Monte Carlo sampling; each 598

model run takes on average 4.5 minutes. The model 599

is subject to time-invariant uncertainty in its parame- 600

ters and initial conditions. Specifically, the model uncer- 601

tainty comprises of the conductivity of the biofilm kbi o , 602

the maximum growth rate µmax of the Nerst-Monod 603

model, the yield Y , the Monod affinity constant Ks , 604

as well as the acetate production-related parameters 605

α and β . These six uncertain parameters are assumed 606

to follow a uniform probability distribution. Their nom- 607

inal values are [kbi o , µmax , Y , Ks , α , β ]⊤ = [1 × 608

10−3, 4.5, 0.25, 3.0, 0.1, 2× 10−5 ]⊤, while they vary uni- 609

formly ±10% from the nominal values. 610

In this case study, we construct data-driven flow- 611

map models of the PCK form in Eq. (5) for the QoIs Y = 612

[Lf Sb Pb ]⊤, such that the six sources of uncertainty 613

constitute the vector of input variables x in Eq. (5). The 614

three flow-map models, one for each QoI, were trained 615

using simulation data generated via the computational 616

model for lag times in the range of δ = [0.05, 0.1] days, 617

which allow us to adequately capture the bioreactor dy- 618

namics. Notice that clearly the lag time δ must always 619

be larger than the integration time step of the computa- 620

tional model. 621

The training dataset consists of full state trajectories, 622

as well as one-step ahead samples of the states. We ini- 623

tially generate NT = 30 trajectories, with fixed uncertain 624

parameters in time, over a process time span from 0 to 625

3.5 days, which corresponds to approximately T = 50 626

samples per trajectory. Then, using the states sk cor- 627

responding to each sample wk , we randomize the un- 628

certain parameters and perform one-step ahead simula- 629

tions. In this way, approximately 1,400 training samples 630

were generated, while 800 samples are used for train- 631

ing the PCK models. The rationale behind not random- 632

izing the states is that the validation trajectories (step 633
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0 of Figure 2) indicate that there is a high correlation634

among state values. For instance, as Lf grows in time635

(under insignificant detachment), Sb decreases due to636

consumption. Thus, for a given set of uncertain param-637

eters and initial states, a few full state trajectories will638

help generate more informative training samples. Fig-639

ure 8 shows the predicted trajectories using the data-640

driven flow-map PCKmodel for a given realization of un-641

certainty and initial conditions, while the true trajectory642

is juxtaposed. The trajectories correspond to a time-643

march of 50 steps ahead. We observe a perfect agree-644

ment between the predicted and validation trajectories,645

with the average MTE for the three states being approx-646

imately ϵ̂ = 2.5 × 10−4.647

An important remark should be made here regard-648

ing the benefits of the presented flow-map approach to649

surrogate modeling of dynamical systems in comparison650

with the so-called time-frozen approaches discussed in651

Section 1. First, the flow-map models provide the flex-652

ibility to approximate the distribution of states at any653

time instant of interest without the need for construct-654

ing a separate surrogate model for each time instant, as655

in time-frozen surrogate modeling. For example, if we656

were to use a time-frozen approach, 50 separate PCK657

models would need to be constructed for each QoI to658

predict the time-evolution of the QoI distribution over659

the 50 time instants considered here. Thus, not only a660

flow-map modeling approach significantly reduces the661

number of surrogate models that must be constructed662

to only one model for each QoI, it also provides flexibil-663

ity via alleviating the need to build the models at pre- 664

specified time points. Furthermore, the flow-map mod- 665

eling approach enables more efficient data generation. 666

To clarify this point, let us assume that Np realizations of 667

uncertainty are sufficient for generating a rich training 668

dataset that yields surrogate models with low approxi- 669

mation error. In the case of the time-frozen approach, 670

we would require to generate Np full state trajectories 671

since the states must be observed at all time instants 672

for all uncertainty realizations. This approach to data 673

generation can become prohibitively expensive, in par- 674

ticular when data generation relies on expensive simula- 675

tions. However, training the flow-map models, in princi- 676

ple, requires simulation of a limited number of full state 677

trajectories (in this study, 25 trajectories), whereas Np 678

training samples can be straightforward generated via 679

one-step ahead integration of the computational model. 680

In the following, the use of PCK-based flow-mapmodels 681

is demonstrated for expensive UQ analyzes. 682

4.1 | Forward Uncertainty Propagation 683

and Global Sensitivity Analysis 684

Here, we use the data-driven flow-map models for effi- 685

cient uncertainty propagation via sample-based approxi- 686

mation of the distribution of the three QoIs. Figure 9(a)- 687

(c) shows the distribution of the QoIs at t = 3.5 days. 688

To approximate the distribution of QoIs, the flow-map 689

models were evaluated using 20,000 realizations of the 690

model uncertainty x. Each run of the data-driven flow- 691

F IGURE 8 Predicted state trajectories of the the microbial electrosynthesis bioreactor: (a) biofilm thickness, Lf , (b) CO2

concentration in the bulk phase, Sb , and (c) acetate concentration in the bulk phase, Pb . Hollow points represent the validation trajectories,
while the solid lines represent the trajectories predicted by the PCK-based flow-map models.
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F IGURE 9 Fast uncertainty propagation and global sensitivity analysis of the the microbial electrosynthesis bioreactor using
data-driven flow-map models of quantities of interest. Subplots (a)-(c) show the kernel density estimates of the distribution of the biofilm
thickness (Lf ), concentration of CO2 in the bulk phase (Sb ), and acetate concentration in the bulk phase (Pb ) predicted by the PCK models at
time t = 3.5 days. The distributions of Lf , Sb and Pb are approximated via Monte Carlo sampling using 20,000 realizations of uncertain
model parameters, where a 100-fold computational speedup in sample-based approximation of the distributions is attained. Subplots (d)-(f)
show the Borgonovo indices, denoted by S, that quantify the global sensitivity of Lf , Sb and Pb at t = 3.5 days with respect to the six
uncertain model parameters. The Borgonovo indices are approximated based on 20,000 uncertainty realizations.

mapmodel takes on average less than 3 seconds,1 as op-692

posed to the average run time of 4 minutes of the com-693

putational model. This implies that the flow-map mod-694

els significantly accelerate the uncertainty propagation,695

enabling an approximately 100-fold increase in the com-696

putational speed. This is especially beneficial when the697

distributions are skewed (or bi-modal), as in Figure 9(a)-698

(c). In this case, a large number of samples, O(104−105) ,699

would typically be required for accurate sampled-based700

approximation of distribution, or statistical moments of701

QoIs. Although not shown here, we can efficiently ap-702

proximate the distribution of QoIs at any time instant703

using trajectories generated by the surrogate model.704

Moreover, we use the data-driven flow-map models705

to perform a global sensitivity analysis in order to asses706

the importance of the six uncertain model parameters,707

x, on the QoIs Y. This is done via evaluation of the Bor-708

1Notice that the evaluation time of a PCK model depends on a mul-
titude of factors, such as the degree of the polynomial basis func-
tions, kernel type, and, mainly, amount of data used to train the
model. Additionally, a kernel-based model such as PCK is more ex-
pensive to evaluate than a polynomial chaos expansion.

gonovo indices [75], denoted by S, which are based on 709

the full distribution of QoIs, as opposed to their statisti- 710

cal moments. The results of global sensitivity analysis of 711

QoIs at t = 3.5 days are shown in Figure 9(d)-(f), where 712

each bar corresponds to a different uncertain model pa- 713

rameter. The Borgonovo indices are approximated using 714

the same 20,000 samples used in forward UQ. We ob- 715

serve that the probabilistic uncertainty of yield Y and 716

maximum growth rate µmax have the most dominant ef- 717

fects on the variability of the three QoIs, while the prod- 718

uct concentration Pb is also significantly affected by the 719

uncertainty in the parameter α , which is themetabolism- 720

related productivity constant. 721

4.2 | Bayesian Inference of Unknown 722

Model Parameters 723

We now use the data-driven flow-map models to solve 724

a Bayesian inference problem in order to infer the un- 725

certain model parameters x. Bayesian inference relies 726

on Bayes theorem to estimate the posterior probabil- 727

ity distribution of the unknown model parameters from 728
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F IGURE 10 Bayesian inference of unknown parameters of the computational model of the microbial electrosynthesis bioreactor.
The parameters are estimated via sequential Monte Carlo using 20,000 particles. Red and blue distributions represent the prior and
posterior distributions of the unknown model parameters at time 3.5 days, respectively. The red vertical lines correspond to the true
parameters, while the blue vertical lines are the estimated posterior mean value of parameters.

available data. Here, noisy observations of Lf , Sb and729

Pb at time instants {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5}730

days constitute the dataset D used for parameter infer-731

ence; measurement noise is modeled as a Gaussian dis-732

tribution with zero mean and state-dependent variance.733

Once a vector of system measurements d at a time in-734

stant is observed, the change in our knowledge about735

the unknownparameters is described byBayes’ rule [76]736

737

fx|D (x |d) =
fD|x (d |x) fx (x)

fD (d) , (14)
where fx|D denotes the posterior distribution of the un-738

certain parameters after observing the data; fD|x is the739

likelihood function that describes the probability of ob-740

serving data given the parameter estimates; fx is the741

prior distribution of parameters; and fD is the so-called742

evidence or marginal likelihood that ensures the poste-743

rior distribution integrates to 1.744

As Eq. (14) implies, Bayesian inference provides an745

explicit representation of the uncertainty in the param-746

eter estimates via characterizing the full posterior dis-747

tribution of unknown parameters x. The prior distribu- 748

tion of parameters and the likelihood function must be 749

specified to solve Eq. (14). Here, we used the same uni- 750

form distributions as those used to construct the PCK 751

surrogate models to represent the prior distributions, al- 752

though these can be different. The likelihood function 753

is specified by the observation noise model, which is as- 754

sumed to be zero-mean Gaussian with state-dependent 755

variance in this work. We use a particle filtering method, 756

namely sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) [77], to approxi- 757

mately solve the Bayesian inference problem by itera- 758

tively updating the posterior fx|D at every time instant 759

that system observations become available; see [43] for 760

further details. Notice that parameter estimation via 761

Bayesian inference methods such as SMC relies on ac- 762

curate construction of the probability distributions in 763

Eq. (14). As described in Section 4.1, the data-driven 764

flow-map models enable efficient sample-based approx- 765

imation of the distributions using a very large number of 766

samples, which otherwise could be impractical using an 767

expensive computational model. 768

Figure 10 shows the posterior distribution of the pa- 769
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rameters x at t = 3.5 days estimated via SMC using770

the dataset D, as specified above. The posterior distri-771

butions are approximated using 20,000 particles. Note772

that the posterior distribution ranges seem to be larger773

than the prior in some cases, which is an artifact of the774

kernel density estimation (i.e., the selection of the band-775

width parameter) [78]. Figure 10 suggests that only776

the posterior distributions of parameters Y and µmax777

have changed significantly with respect to their priors.778

It is also evident that the mean of the posterior distri-779

butions (blue vertical lines) for parameters Y and µmax780

provides a fairly accurate estimate for the true, but un-781

known, parameter values (brown vertical lines). In partic-782

ular, the true value and the posterior mean are indistin-783

guishable, while the posteriors are much more narrow784

compared to priors as stated before. Nonetheless, the785

posterior distributions for the other parameters remain786

similar to their priors with little to no change, suggesting787

these parameters cannot be estimated using the avail-788

able dataset D. This can be attributed to the lack of789

information content of system observations D for in-790

ferring the unknown parameters; a deficiency that can791

be addressed via optimal experiment design [79, 80].792

We again note the flexibility of the flow-map models793

that would allow us to seamlessly add new observation794

points, should that become necessary for better param-795

eter inference, without the need to construct new surro-796

gate models for the QoIs observed at new time points.797

5 | CONCLUSIONS798

This paper presented a flow-map modeling approach799

based on polynomial chaos Kriging for the discovery of800

systemdynamics fromdata. Data-driven flow-mapmod-801

els directly approximate the integration operator of dif-802

ferential equations that describe the state transitions of803

a dynamical system as a function of system state and804

input variables. We illustrated the usefulness of the805

proposed approach for learning mathematical descrip-806

tions of nonlinear dynamical systems and deriving dy-807

namic surrogate models for fast uncertainty quantifica-808

tion applications. Our analyzes reveal that polynomial809

chaos Kriging-based flow-maps offer significant bene- 810

fits in terms of data efficiency, as well as computational 811

efficiency of data generation, for the discovery of non- 812

linear system dynamics and surrogate modeling. 813
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M∞ = 0.5

(
1 + tanhV −V1

V2

)
(15)

N∞ = 0.5

(
1 + tanhV −V3

V4

)
(16)

λN = φcoshV −V3

2V4
. (17)

The Type I model parameters are given as1201

[CM , gL ,VL , gCa ,VCa , gk ,Vk ,V1,V2,V3,V4,φ ] =

[20, 2,−60, 4, 120, 8,−84,−1.2, 18, 12, 17.4, 0.066] (18)

6.2 | Extra information for the MES1202

Reactor1203

Herewe provide the completemathematical description1204

of the MES reactor. For completeness we repeat the1205

main equations that were presented in the manuscript.1206

The bulk quantities, with a subscript b , are described by:1207

dLf
d t

= (Y q̂ − rd )Lf (19)
dSb
d t

=
Af

Vr
jS (20)

dPb
d t

=
Af

Vr
jP , (21)

where the various variables are described in the text.
The mass balances for the substrate and product are
a function of the flux of each species across the linear
boundary layer, given by

jm =
Db

Lb
(mf (z = Lf ) −mb ), m = S , P , (22)

where m denotes the species (substrate and prod-1208

uct,respectively), Db is the diffusivity coefficient in the1209

boundary layer and Lb is the thickness of the boundary1210

layer. The subscript f denotes the species concentration1211

in the film, at position z equal to the film thickness Lf .1212

Within the biofilm, the local growth rate follows a1213

modified Monod-Nerst law given by1214

µ = µmax

©«
1

1 + exp (
−F ηf
RT

) ª®®¬
©« Sf

ks + Sf (1 +
Sf
ki
)
ª®¬max

(
0, 1 − Pf

Pmax

)
,

(23)
where ks is the affinity/Monod constant, k i is a sub- 1215

strate inhibition constant and Pmax is a maximum prod- 1216

uct concentration. F is the Faraday constant. Therefore, 1217

we consider inhibition both by the substrate and the 1218

product. Under the pseudo-steady state assumptions, 1219

the following differential equations are solved within 1220

the biofilm: 1221

• Substrate Concentration
We have the differential conservation law, the bound-
ary condition at the biofilm edge as well as a no flux
condition at the cathode given by

Df
d 2Sf

dz 2
− Xµ − 1

YP /S
(αµ + β )X = 0 (24)

Df
dSf
dz

(z = Lf ) =
Db

Lb
(Sf (z = Lb ) − Sb ) (25)

Df ,S
dSf
dz

(z = 0) = 0, (26)
respectively 1222

1223

• Product Concentration
Similar to the substrate, we have the following equa-
tions

Df
d 2Pf

dz 2
+ (αµ + β )X = 0 (27)

Df
dPf
dz

(z = Lf ) =
Db

Lb
(Pf (z = Lb ) − Pb ) (28)
Df

dPf
dz

(z = 0) = 0, (29)
1224

Note that it has been assumed that the diffusivity 1225

of substrate and product within the film is equal, de- 1226

noted by Df . 1227

• Overpotential
Finally, we have the equations for the overpotential;
We describe the diffusion of electrons in the conduc-
tive biofilm, we have a fixed voltage at the cathode
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and no-flux at the biofilm edge

kbi o
d 2ηf

dz 2
− F γ1

tconv
fe,0Xµ + F γ2

tconv
X rr es = 0 (30)

dηf
dz

(z = Lf ) = 0 (31)
ηf (z = 0) = η0, (32)

respectively.1228
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